
KUWAIT: Gulf Bank was pleased to present
a donation to the Kuwait Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), as part of the awareness campaign
it held during the ‘Gulf Bank 642 Marathon.’

Each year the ‘Gulf Bank 642 Marathon’
selects an issue around which to raise aware-
ness, and for the second consecutive year it
was the UNHCR’s #Voices4Refugees cam-
paign. #Voices4Refugees is an online cam-
paign, launched highlighting that all refugees
deserve to live in safety regardless of their
religion, nationality or race, and should
receive equal treatment for protection and
assistance, and opportunities for resettlement.
Moreover, this campaign urges to stand with
millions of refugees around the world, includ-
ing Syrian refugees, Rohingya refugees, and
other refugee communities to make their sto-
ries heard. 

Gulf Bank, along with its partner in the
Kuwait’s largest Marathon, Pro-Vision Sports
Management, hosted the representative of the

UNHCR Kuwait Office where Gulf Bank CEO
Tony Daher presented the donation to Dr
Hanan Hamdan, Head of Office - UNHCR
Kuwait. The donation from the Bank and Pro-
Vision was equivalent to the number of par-
ticipants in the marathon, plus an additional
amount from the Bank as part of its corporate
social responsibility program.

Laila Al-Qatami, Assistant General
Manager for Corporate Communications at
Gulf Bank said: “As a leading private sector
company, Gulf Bank is committed to support-
ing important causes and giving back.  During
our annual Gulf Bank 642 Marathon, we were
happy to partner with #Voices4Refugees to
help give voices to the millions of refugees
around the world who have lost everything
through no fault of their own.”

Upon receiving the cheque, Dr Hanan
Hamdan, Head of Office - UNHCR Kuwait
said: “We are proud that Gulf Bank chose for
the second year in a row to address and
highlight the issues of refugees and displaced

persons around the world in one of the most
prominent sporting and social events in
Kuwait, the ‘Gulf Bank 642 Marathon’. The
private sector has an important role to play
in raising awareness about humanitarian
issues. We thank both Gulf Bank and Pro-
Vision Sports Management for their contri-
bution which will help provide refugees with
the basic elements of shelter, education, and
protection.’

Ahmad Al-Huzami, CEO of Pro-Vision
Sport Management, said: “When we founded
our company, we wanted to create unique
events for sports lovers.  As the ‘Gulf Bank
642 Marathon’ continued to grow in size and
scale, we, along with Gulf Bank decided to
use this platform to raise awareness of impor-
tant issues, we consider this to be an impor-
tant responsibility for our company.” 

For more information about Gulf Bank’s
social responsibility initiatives please log on
to www.e-gulfbank.com, or visit its social
media channels.
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KIB sponsors
cervical cancer
campaign 
KUWAIT: Under the umbrella of its
strategic partnership with Safira CSR
Company, Kuwait International Bank
(KIB) recently sponsored the 4th
national cervical cancer awareness
campaign, which was organized by
Safira in collaboration with the Ministry
of Health. Most recently, the national
campaign featured the organization of
an awareness event at the Mother and
Baby Lounge in 360 Mall, in coopera-
tion with the Business and Professional
Women Network (BPWN). 

As part of the campaign, Dr Ebtehal
Al-Habib, Family Medicine Consultant,
presented an introductory meeting as
well as an awareness lecture entitled
“Causes and Prevention”. During her
lecture, Dr Ebtehal shed light on the
importance of preserving the “triangle
of good women’s health, which
includes physical, social and mental
well-being. She noted that each com-
ponent of this “triangle” is equally
important when it comes to maintaining
a healthy and effective professional and
personal life.

Speaking about the sponsorship,
Manager of the Corporate
Communications Unit at KIB, Nawaf
Najia, said: “KIB continuously seeks to

be a part of events and activities that
resonate with people within the local
community, especially when it comes to
issues of women’s health. Women are
not only the heart of the family unit but
also of our society at large, therefore
promoting greater awareness of
women’s health issues is a highly topical
social concern. Cervical cancer in par-
ticular is one topic we need to shed
more light on, given that a recent study
by the Ministry of Health revealed that
most women are not fully aware of the
dangers of cervical cancer or the
means to prevent it.”

On the other hand, Maha Al-Baghli,
Founder and Managing Director of
Safira CSR Company and manager of
this health campaign, said: “Women’s
health is one of our central areas of
focus, and increasing health awareness
continues to be one of our main goals.
A healthier female population inevitably
translates to a healthier community
overall.” Additionally, Baghli lauded
KIB’s sponsorship of the campaign,
pointing out that cooperation between
the private and public sectors is crucial
when it comes to awareness campaigns
and social responsibility initiatives such
as this one, which ultimately seek to
promote sustainable development in
the country. It serves to note that KIB
always seeks to participate in and sup-
port worthy national healthcare cam-
paigns and initiatives, as part of its ded-
icated social responsibility efforts to
encourage social development in the
long-term. 
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Gulf Bank, Pro-Vision Sports Management thank UNHCR for their work


